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The Doutre Automatic Stabilizer T HE all too numerous accidents to aviators place the question of automatic stabilizers in the very forefront of interesting inventions. The ideal equi· librator would be one which would act in two directions, both laterally and longitudinally. Many attempts along this line have been made but hitherto have proved unsatisfactory. A very interesting new departure is a stabilizer invented by M. Doutre. . This stabilizer has been installed upon a Farman biplane actuated by a 60·H.P. Renault motor. The well·known aviator, Didier, flew with the machine first alone and then with “ passenger, and performed several flights which demonstrated the efficacy of the apparatus. In one trial the machine flew very successfully in a 36·mile wind. The Doutre stabilizer acts upon the longitudinal equilibrium only. Under three conditions this equilibrium is affected, viz., by the slowing down of the motor, gusts of wind from the front, and gusts of wind from behind, which Ciuse the machine either to rear or plunge to the ground. To overcome the pitching, the aviator must turn the elevator in the direction of the pitching. But the pilot has not always the presence of mind nor even the time to carry out dl these movements. The automatic stabilizer; it is claimed, claims to fulfill these functions spontaneously. Th? stabilizer comprise' two essential parts: First, a plane surface, moving a vertical plate in a sliding frame, and presenting its face to the wind, which causes i to recede more or less according to the intensity of the wind. This plate practically constitutes :m anemometer which responds to the pressure of the relative wind. Secondly, there is a member which follows the displacements of the plates and transmits them through a system of joints to the horizon tal rudder or elevator. The movable resisting surface is a rectangular aluminium plate supported upon rods which slide in the frame of'the machine, being maintained in a fX0d ]losition through the tension of a spring | when the wind is normal. If the relative wind increases, the aluminium plate moves back in proportion to the resistance and returns to its former position as soon as the excess pressure disappears. Similarly, in case there is too little pressure, the aluminium plate moves forward under the action of the spring. The sliding rods of the aluminium plate are connected with a central rod T which enters the cylinder of the compressed air auxiliary motor, controlling the piston of the same; it passes out of the other end of the cylinder, and actuates a lever L which •controls the horizontal rudd0r of the aeroplane. It will, therefore, he understood that when the springs and lever joints are suitably adjusted, the movements of the aluminium plate und"r the action of the relative wind cause the adm'ssion of compressed air into the auxiliary motor, in proportion to the displacements of the piston rod, in one direction or the other. In this way, through the intermediary of the rear rod, the horizontal rudder or e'evator is au tomatically eontrolled. This apparatus, while effective by itself, is supplemented by another member which takes account of another factor bearing upon the equilibrium, namely, the weight and inertia of the masses. Thus, for instance, if the aeroplane should start to plunge forward arid downward, the increasing relative wind would lorce the aluminium plate to its rearmost limiting position, and the elevator would be set in its :ormal position; | the aeroplane would then continue in its course, heading for the ground; it would require a special act on the part of the pilot to restore the machine to its normal position. This, then, would not be completely automatic worKing. To overcome this defect the inventor provides a pair of small weights M mounted upon the sliding rods of the aluminium plate P, and each maintained by two springs in I such position that in normal flying the I small weights follow the rods in all their movements. But as soon as the speed of the aeroplane changes, which will happen every time its course is deflected frOIn the horizontal, these weights are either thrown forward or backward on account of the change of speed and their inertia. They thus overcome the tension of one or the other of the springs between which they are placed, and are displaced with reference to the rod upon which they rest. These weights are connected with the piston rod of the auxiliary motor, which thus receives from them the atmospheric impulses impinging upon the aluminium plate. In consequence of this not only is the auxiliary motor (through the intervention of the aluminium plate and the motion of the small masses together) placed under the influence of the relative wind but also under the influence of the longitudinal pitching Of the aeroplane, through the motion of the small masses alone. Accordingly, the elevator obeys automatically one or the other of these external influences, and the longitudinal equilibrium is restored. An Early Transatlantic Boat Cruise T HE accompanying illustration, reproduced from an old volume of the lllustrated London News (June, 1870), presents a picture of quaint historic interest. The little boat, the “City of Ra· gusa,” measured 20 feet in length and f feet in breadth of beam. Her registered burden was 1% tons. There was a small cabin, 3 feet wide and 4 feet 6 inches high. The boat, in its original form, belonged to the ship, “Breeze,” which foundered in a storm in the Irish Channel, and fourteen of the crew were saved by the boat. As shown in our illustration .. she is rigged as a yawl, arranged to set square sails on both masts, spreading altogether 70 yards of canvas in 8 or q sails. But she is also furnished with a two·bladed screw propeller which-so we read-can be worked either by hand or by a windmill, as shown in the illustration. We leave it to the reader to malic' his own comments on this “mechanism.” Two valiant men, Capt. Buckley and an Austrian·Italian, named Pietro Di Costa, planned to cross the Atlantic in this tiny craft. They left Cork Harbor on the evening of Thursday, and were last sighted by a pilot cutter forty miles west of Cape Clear. Of their subsequent fate our source tells us nothing. Electric Lamps for Miners T HE following copy of the conditions of entry for a competition to be conduoted by the British !'overnment for advertising a safe and efficient type of electric lamp for miners has been furnished by the United. States Bureau of Mines, also by the British Ambassador in Washington. His Britannic Majesty's government announces that, in order to encourage the production of safe and efficient types of electric lamps for miners, a colliery proprietor has placed at beir disposal the sum of £1,000 ($4,866.65) to be offered as a prize for the best lamp or lamps fulflling the requirements specified below. Mr. Charles Rhodes (a fofmer president of the Institute of Mining Engineers) and Mr. Charles H. Merz (a member of the departmental committee on the use ()f electrici ty in mines ) have cons en ted to act as judges. The conditions of the competition are as follows: 1. The competition will be open to persons of any nationality. 2. It will be in the discretion of the judges to award the who'e of the prize for | I the lamp which they consider to be the 214 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN September 2, 1911 best, or to divide the prize, or to make no award if no lamp appears to them to be of sufficient merit. 3. Lamps must be addressed care of '. Rhodes, Esq., at the Home Office testing station, Rotherham, England, and must reach the testing station not later than December 31st, 1911. A spare globe should accompany each lamp. The req uiremems which should be fulflled by any lamps submitted for competition are as follows: 1. The lamp should be of sound mechanical construction, so as to withstand rough usage. 2. The lamp should be of simple construetion and easy to maintain in good order and repair. 3. The lamp should be so constructed as to render impossible the ignition of inflammable gas either within or without the lamp. 4. The lamp battery should be so constructed that any liquid which it may contain canno” be spilled when the lamp is in use, and means should be provided for dealing with any gas which may be generated by the battery. 5. The materials used and the construction should be such that metals and other parts will not be liable to deterioration by corrosion as a result of the action of the “electrolyte,” etc., used in the battery. 6. The lamp should be effectively locked so that it cannot be opened without detection. 7. The lamp should be capable of giving an amount of light not less than 2 candle-power continuously for a period of not less than 10 hours. 8. The light should be well distributed outside the lamp. A movable reflector to concentrate or to shield the light may be provided. In addition to the above requirements, regard will be paid to (a) the first cost of the lamp; (b) the cost of maintenance; (e) convenience in handling, and (d the) weight of the lamp when charged and ready for use. Trade-mark Rules Amended ACTING Secretary of the Interior ^"Samuel Adams recently approved the recommendation of the Commissioner of Patents that certain amendments to the Trade-mark Rules be adopted to take effect November 1st, 1911. The amendments are as follows: To be inserted immediately following Rule 45: 45a. If an applieant fail to prosecute his application within one year prior to November 1st, 1911, Ot· for one year after the date when the last official notice of any action by the office was mailed to him, the application will he held to be abandoned as set forth in Rule 57a. 45b. Whenever action upon an application is suspended npon reqnest of an applicant and whenever an applicant has been called upon to put hb apllUeation in coudition for interference, the period of one year running against such applica tian shall he considered as beginning at th(' da te of the last official action preceding such actions. 45c. Acknowledgment of the filing of au application is an official action. Suspensions will only be granted for good and sufficient cause and for a rea"mable time specified. 4:d. Only one susjwnsion must be approved hv the Examiner of Trade-marks. Any furtllt'r suspension must he approved by the Commissioner. The frst paragraph of Rule 56 is cancelled. This paragraph is as follows: ,6. From an adverse decision of the examiner in charge of tmde-marks upon an applicant's right to register a trade-mark, or to renew the registratiou of a trade-mark, or from a decision of the examiner in charge of interferences, an appeal may be taken to the Cotlmissioner in person, upon payment of the fee reqnired by law, For the above there is substituted the following: 5(. Every applicant whose mark has been twice refnsed registration by the Examiner of Trade-marks for the sallt) reasons upon gronnds involving the merits of the applicaHon, may appeal to the Commissiouer in person upon payment of the fee required by law. HICI refusal may be considered hy the Examiner of Trade-marks as final. 'here must hav(' been two refusals to l"Igis tel the mark as originally filed, or, if amenied in matter of substance, the amended mark, and, except in cases of division, all preliminary and intermediate questions relating to matters not affecting the merits of the application must have been settled before the case can bp appealed to the Commissioner. The remaining paragraph of Rule 56 stands unchanged. Following Rule 57, which relates to the taking of appeals in trade-mark cases to the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia, there is inserted the following: 57a. An abandoned trade-mark application is one w11ich has not been prosecuted within one year prior to November 1st, 1011, or completed and prepared for examination within: one year aIter the filing of the petition, or which the applicant has failed to prOSlcutl within on , year after any action therein of whIch notlce has been duly gIven, or wh.Ich the applicant has expressly abandoned by liI-ing in the ofllce a written declaration of abandonment, signed by himself and assignee, if any, identifying his application by serial number and date of filing. 57b. Prosecution of an application to save it from ahandonment must include such proper action as the condition of the case may require. The admission of an amendment not responsive to the last official action, or refusal to admit the same, and any proceedings relative tllet'eto, sllall not operate to save the application from abandonment. 57c. Before an application abandoned by failure to complete or prosecute can be revived as a pending application it must be shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioner that the delay in the prosecution of the same was unavoidable. 57d. When a new application is filed in place of au abandoned or rejected application, a new petition, statement, declaration, drawing and fee will be required. The foregoing amendments to the rules of the Patent Office relating to the registration of trade-marks, for the most part, are a paraphrase of similar rules that have long been adopted and used in connection with the prosecution of applications for patents. Thm, 47a corresponds with Rule 77 of the Rules of Practice; 56 corresponds with Rules 133-134; 57a corresponds with Rule 171; 57b with Rule 171; 57c with Rule 172, and 57d with Rule 173, etc. At the present time the practice in the Division of Trade-marks is and has been not to consider an application abandoned by reason of the failure of an applicant to prosecute it within a specified time. There is every reason why this practice should not continue. Under the present practice, the first application filed under the Act of February 20th, 1905, which was acted upon soon after, must be taken up for action whenever the applicant de8ires, even if no action has been taken by applicant in the intervening time. As the result of this procedure and the accumulation of a large number of cases, the Trade-mark Division is seriously handicapped in the prosecution of its necessary business. It is estimated that there are now on file about sixteen thousand cases not “awaiting action” by the Office, and that three-;ourths of these cases filed prior to January 1st, 1909, have not been acted upon within one year. Under the rules as amended to tnke effect November 1st, 1911, it is believed that the present difficulties involved in making an issue 8earch would be materially lessened. This search is made once a week by each of the seven assistant examiners and necessitates examining every one of the sixteen thousand drawings. This has become a severe burc_en and was rapidly becoming more sa. It is estimated that at the end of ten years there will probably be twenty thousand more drawmgs whICh, added to those that are already filed, would make thirty-six thousand drawings. To search these once a week is an appalling task. When it is also considered that the search of the examiners is increasing in length each year, due to the increase in the number of registrations granted, it is easy to see that the system in vogue could not indefinitely continue. It was desired, therefore, to confine, so far as possible, the energies of the examiners to the search proper rather than expending them uselessly in searching each week a large number of practically dead applications. This saving in time and labor on the part of the examiners will greatly facilitate better and more expeditious examinations. The rules as amended seek to accomplish only, in connection with trade-mark applications what is now accomplished in connection with applications for patents by similar rules. The language of the rules follow somewhat closely the corresponding rules, so far as the language employed in connection with applications for patents is deemed applicable to applications for the registration of trade-marks. Moreover these rules are regarded as being in every way consistent with the statutes. Notes for Inventors Losing One's Way in the Air.-An army aviator, Capt. Paul Beck, flying from ,0 11 ege Park ' Md “, recently lost his way for an hour or so m the clouds and .anded fnally over in Montgomery County, miles out of his course. It appears that the ordinary mariner's compass is not satisfactory for use in the air, since the aviator cannot determine, after he loses sight of the earth, the extent to which he may have drifted laterally from his course. The incident has stimulated renewed interest in the subject and Capt. Chambers, who has charge of naval aeronautics, is continuing his efforts to devise some means whereby aeronauts may be able to determine the course with reasonable accuracy. A Medal for a Printing Office Employee. -On behalf of the Public Printer, Vice-President Sherman has presented the assistant foreman of the foundry section of the Government printing office at Washington, D. C, with a gold medal for an invention, hygienic in its nature, and operating to reduce the danger to health, resulting from graphite dust in electro-typing and printing. A Domestic Cream Separator.-A domestic cream separator embodied il a milk b ott I e 0 f th e f orm commonI y used b y da1'rymen l'n del1'vering milk to customers is shown in a patent, No. 999,747, to Ada B. Brown of Seattle, Wash. It has an L-shaped tube Journaled In an opemng In its side at abou t the base of the neck and having an upturned wing in the bottle which, by turning the horizontal journaled wing, can be set to different heights to take cream from different levels and discharge it through the horizon tal wing to the outside of the bottle. A Fireproof Coil for Electrical Apparatus. —Seeking to provide a fireproof coil for electrical apparatus, Charles E. Skinner of Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to the Westinghouse Electric&Manufacturing Company, has patented No. 999,893, a coil which has a plurality of turns of conducting material with a strip or layer of metal foil interposed between the adjacent turns, the foil being first treated to provide an insulating film on its surface. A Moving Spiral Staircase.-The Otis Elevator Company has obtained a patent, No. 999,885, for an elevator which has a conveyer transporting between different levels in which the direction of movement is clockwise and contra-clockwise. The elevator is in the form of a moving stairway, having ascending and descending series of steps which travel in spiral paths in opposite directions about a common center of curvature. The inventor is Charles Leeberge:: of New York CIty. Printing by Sound.-A method of printing by sound is the subject of a patent, No. 999,97i, to Arthur C. Ferguson of Brooklyn, assignor of eleven-sixteenths to Lyman C. Smith of Syracuse, N. Y. By the method, the sound waves are recorded by utilizing a succession of said waves to initiate the operation of mechanism actuated by a separate source of energy for printing a legible character corresponding to certain tone eharacteristics of said waves. In othr words, the character printing mechanism is actuated by a separate source of energy and the waves are utilized to control such source of energy. LEG^AL NOTICES 1 ATENTS If you have an invention which you wish to patent you can write fully and freely to Munn&Co. for advice in regard to the best way of obtaining protection. Please send sketches or a model of your invention and a description of the device, explaining its operation. All communications are strictly confidential. Our vast practice, extending over a period of more than sixty years, enables us in many cases to advise in regard to patentability without any expense to the client. Our Hand Book on Patents is sent free on request. This explains our methods, terms, etc., in regard to PATENTS, TRADE MARKS, FOREIGN PATENTS, etc. All patents secured through us are described without cost to the patentee in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. MUNN&COMPANY 361 BROADWAY, NEW YORK Branch Office, 625 F Street, Washington, D. C. PA T E M T ^ SECURED OR FE E /* 1 E- FN 1 S RETURNED Free re port as to Pa t entability. Ill ustra ted G uide Book, a nd W h at To Invent witb Lbt.t of l n ventions Wanted and Prizes offered for inventlOns sent free. VICTOR J. FV ANS&CO .. Washington, D.C. Classified Advertisements Advertislllg 1U this column j. 7:") cents a line. No iess than four nor more tha n i2 Ji nes a ccepted. Count seven words to the line. All orders lllust be accompanied by a reritlance. Further information sent 00 req uest. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES WHATEVER YOU MAY BE MANUFACTUH1NG or tbmking of manufacturing may be advanLageously manufact ured in Wi lm in gtun, Delaware. I is on the Delaware Rive r and on t le ma tn lines of the P enn sylvania and B.&O. Rai1road. It is -urrounded bJ beautiful country aDd is supplied by excellent markets. :Ianufacturer and operatives can \e pleasantly and economically honsecl. It has already large m:nufacturiug mterests, snob as sbip building, (,Ir huilding. morocco works. textIle works, tooacco works and powner worls. If you are in any way mterestec write for furthpf particulars to the Development Department, Wilmington&Phihulplpl,ia 'l'raction Company. 003 Market Street, Wilmington, Del. WHATEVFR VOU MA Y BE MANUFACTURING or thinking of manufacturing may he advantageously manufHctured in Chester. Pa. It. is on the Delaware Hiver and on the main lines of the Pennsylvania and B.&o. Ra.lroac . I t is surrounded by beautiful country and is supflied by excellent sts, Manufacturers and op eratives ran ; : p;asantly and l:conomically housed. It bas alrea'iy large silk works, steel works. textile works. enline works. The Baldwm ElectrIC Works are now enlal"ng their plant, recently e'tabIlshed here. If you are ln any way Interested wnte t( r further particulars to tbe DejelOpment D;;a1nt, ; er P !gusy I va.ia Traeti on Pct any, 13th&Kdgemont Avenue C V ter. Pa. MAIL DEAUERS-” rite for our 25 bil propo8itions. AU new -no competition. Make 95 per cent. profit on eierr 8 lla K oraer. ffewleaders sent free CoHlete outfit. 10c. MaiI' 'e alers Wl'esar e House, 412 Franklin BUilding-, Chicago. PATENTS FOR SALE. A RTrF'lc [AL RAIN.-New system of irri!ation COIhined with electrified water. Best and » r MlMiTIlL I (NO FOR |||BRlC4TfSV< Anyihin6 5 wt* ___________ 118.124 Nort 'I Clinton Sf1, C.HBU LV 8 CQ f.SJSttfUSA and Bottlers' Machiw ery ohi” VILTER MFG. CO. 899 Clinton Street, Milwaukee, Wis. m Learn Watchmaking 'Ve teach it thoroughly in lS wany months as It formeriy took yeals. Does away witb tedious apprenticeship. Money earned while studying. Positions se cured. Easy terms. Send for catalog. LOUIS WATCIIMAKING SCnOtlL,St: Loul., 10. cure CRUDE ASBESTOS DIRECT FROM MI NES R. H. MARTIN, OFFICE. ST.PAUL BUILDING 220 B way, New York. PREPARED ASBESTOS FIBRE for Manufacturers use Electricity Some Recent Developments in Railway-Telephony. - The telephone has been found to possess advantages over the telegraph on railroads, and it is stated that on about 37,000 miles of road the former has now been adopted without any accident having been attributed to its use. This change has been made within the last four years. The three main clasSs of service performed by the telephone are (1) train despatching, (2) message service, and (3) block-wire service. Mercury Contact for Railroad Signals. -A novel contact for railway signals has recently been designed, which obviates the necessity of energiiing the rails themselves in order that the circuit may be closed by the trucks of the passing trains. The device consists of a treadle secured to the under side of a rail between the points of support. As the rail is flexed under the weight oE a passing load, it presses a plunger downward against a diaphragm covering a chamber filled with mercury. Owing to the area of the diaphragm, a very slight depression causes considerable rise in the column of mercury at one side of the chamber. The mercury thus ('.loses the circuit of the electric signal. Novel Fan for , Dining fables.-It is always difficult to break away from old ideas. The disk type of electric fan has shown no marked change in design since the day it was first introduced. It still throws a stream of air in a single direction and in order to distribute the cooling effect of the fan to better advantage, various schemes have been devised such as turning the fan bodily or shifting direction vanes before it. An entirely new scheme has now been evolved in which the fan is radically altered. This fan throws a centrifugal zone of air. It is mounted on a vertical shaft and its blades are also vertical, giving it a cylindrical form. As this revolves, it sucks in air from the top and bottom and throws it out centrifugally. A fan such as this placed at the center of a dining ta ble serves to cool all the diners uniformly. Double Antennae for Determining the Direction of a Transmitting Wireless Station.-If two identical antennae are placed a small distance apart as compared with their common distance from a transmitting station, they perform identical oscillations, so far as amplitude of current and Yoltage is concerned, but the current and voltage are displaced with regard to each other by a phase difference depending on the distance between the two antennae and the angle which the line joining the same makes with the direction of propagation of the waves. An arrangement consisting of two antennae and two phase meters can therefore be used to ascertain the direction from which the oncoming wave is being received. An installation of this kind has been described by Mr. Petit in La Lumiere Electrique, as is noted in a recent number of the Genie Oivil. Aluminium Coils in Traction Motors. . Considerable interest was shown at the International Congress at Brussels, in a paper on the subject of using aluminium in place of copper for the field coils of street railway motors. A number of cases were referred to in which such coils had been in use for several months. In some instances the wire was insulated with rubber, in othfrs with lacquer, while in still others bare aluminium wire was used, the aluminium oxide serving as sufficient insulation between turns, while paper, cloth and the like, were used between layers. The advantages claimed for aluminium, are that it saves 50 per cent in weight for the same resistance, and, in view of the fact that there is a larger volume of aluminium in a pound than of copper, there is a saving of about 60 per cent in the cost of the material. Another thing to be considered is the fact that aluminium coils are much lighter, and hence make a smaller load for the motors to carry, and are less affected by vibration and shock. Furthermore increase in temperature is less destructive because less or no insulation is used. To offset these advantages aluminium coils must have a larger cross-sectional area, and the metal is exceedingly difficult to solder. Science Prof. Kossel in the United States.- Prof. Albrecht Kossel, of the University of Heidelberg, arrived recently in this country for the purpose of delivering i series of lectures at Johns Hopkins, and other American universities. Prof. Kossel was awarded the Nobel prize in 1910 for his researches in medical chemistry. Wireless Weather Reports from Gibraltar. -We learn from La Nature that wireless weather reports are now sent every morning from Gibraltar to the Meteorological office in London. The dispatch is copied, en route, at the Tour Eiffel in Paris and promptly sent to the headquarters of the French meteorological service, which includes it in the daily weather bulletin. The use of wireless telegraphy in meteorology is rapidly growing, despite the discouragements that attended the earlier attempts in this direction, and is clearly destined to greatly 'faCl.lI.tate the methods of weather forecastmg. Cleaning Cleopatra's Needle.-The Egyptian obelisk which is known as Cleopatra's Needle, which stands on the Thames Embankment, is being cleaned for the first time in its history. For centuries it stood in its native land and never needed the brush. London soot and fumes have begun to mar the face of the obelisk. The obelisk in New York has been protected for years by means of paraffin, in accordance with a method devised by the late Prof. R. Ogden Do-remus. London seems to be baffled by the same problem. There seems to be no reason why the Doremus method would not apply. Loess.-The formation of “loess,” a fine yellowish sandy clay found in various parts of the world, and reaching a thickness of over a thousand feet in China, has given rise to much discussion and controversy among geologists. The presence of the shells of snails that feed on (plants indicates the former presence of plants. Accordingly it has been suggested that the genesis of these remarkable deposits may ,be fully accounted for by wind action, coupled with the growth of plants which have caught and compacted the blown dust and sand in the way that sand dune plants do at the present day on our seashores. The Winds in the Free Air. -In the Annals of Harvard Oollege Observatory, vol. 68, pt. 2, Mr. Andrew H. Palmer, research assistant. at Blue Hill Observatory, publishes a discussion of “Wind Velocity and Direction in .he Free Air,” based on a great number of kite, ballon-sonde, and cloud observations, chiefly at Blue Hill. Comparisons of the wind conditions at various aItitudes above the earth's surface are timely, in view of their great interest to the aeronaut. The general principles brought out are: (1) The general increase in velocity with height; (2) the rare occurrence of gusts of wind above 'low heights; (3) the frequent clockwise and the occasional counter-clockwise change of direction with height ; (4) the shallow character of easterly winds (at Blue Hill); (5) the relative frequency of ascending currents as compared with those descending. The Sizes of Rain Drops. -At a recent meeting of the Royal Meteorological Society Mr. Spencer Russell gave an account of the experiments that he has carried out at Epsom during the past two years to obtain a permanent record of the variations in the size of rain drops as they occurred. The first method employed was the exposure of a number of ruled slates, divided into quarter·inch sections, and gently brushed o'er with an even coating of oil. It was found, however, that in a heavy rain the drops striking the slate were broken up into a series composed of one large and several smaller ones. A more satisfactory method was that of letting the drops fall into dry plaster of Paris. Mr. Russell exhibited to the society a number of models of rain drops obtained in this manner. He stated that of the drops so far collected the diameters were as follows: 7 of 6 mm., 44 of 5 mm., 73 of 4 mm., 222 of 3 mm., 257 of 2 mm., 175 ,, of 1 mm., and 107 of less than 1 mm. Make the most of your Vacation Negatives. Print them, or have them printed on VELOX The only paper that is made solely to meet the requirements of the average amateur negative. The Velox Book, free at your dealers or by mail, tells all about the various grades of Velox and how to handle it. NEPERA DIVISION, EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, N. Y. BEST UGHl] More brilUant than electricity or acetylene and cheaper than kerosene. Costs two cents ppr week. Casts no shadow. M08t perfect light for stores, factories, churches, fUblic halls or the hgme. Makes an! : :rns y r own gas. Simple, durable and handsome. In use in every civilized country in the world. No dirt. No grease. No odor. Over two hundred different styles. Agents wanted everywhere. Write tor catalog and prices. THE BEST LIGHT CO. 87 E. 6th St., Canton. O. Instructive Scientific Papers on Timely Topics Price TEN CENTS EACH by Mail artificial stone. By L. P. Ford. A paper o imm ense practical value t the architect and builder. Scientifc A merican Supplement 1500. the shrinkage and warping of timber. By Harold Busbridge. An excellent presentation 01 modern views ; fully illustrated. Scientfc American Supplement 1500. CONSTRUCTION of an indicating or recording tin plate aneroid barometer. By N. Monroe Hopkin•. Fu Uy illustrated. Scientific American Supplement 15 00. Order through :our newsdealer or from us M U NN&CO., Inc. Publishers 361 br oadway NEW YORK CITY SO SIMPLE A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT Do away with unsightly ash barrels-the inconvenience and drudgery of ash disposal. No piling of ashes on the cellar floor-no furnace dust in your living rooms. All waste matter is contained in removable, strong, iron cans with the ashes in a cement-lined vault. All odors and dust go up the chimney. Mechanically perfect-a practical solution of the ash and garbage nuisance, satisfaction guaranteed. Easy to Move A.hes in Portable Cans The Sharp R;tary :s:u ceiving S):tem can be installed in any build ing—old or new under a:; style of House-Heating Furnace or Boiler before Holds 6 to 10 weeks ashes, afte! it is in operation. Ashes fall rectly into strong iron cans th:! rnofe easiny as filJed. lnZed b; Healhv Officers, Architects and Heating Contractors. :orth while to ilnr: tigate befOl )ot complete Iour building p1 :ns. Write lo-dny for v l lustrated eatalog of praetitRl demonstratlcBs and testimonials. Dpnlers and Arehiteds names appreeiated. W. M. SHARP CO. !47 ]lark Avenue Binghamton, N. Y. hich is no effort 220 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN September 2, lUll Cadillac progress in scientific research marks a well defined line between the motor car of the past and the motor car of now. Automatic electric starting device. Electric lights. Two complete ignition systems. Scientifically developed carburetor. More power. Larger wheels and tires. Larger brake drums. Steel bodies of latest accepted designs. Numerous refinements of essential details. The improvements incorporated in this year's specifications will give a pronounced impetus to the conditions which have constituted the Cadillac a law unto itse!. These jmprovements are obviously the result of an economic and evolutionary development; hence, it is useless to seek them elsewhere. They are the fruits of Cadillac research; of close and accurate measurement; and of scientific standardization. Consider what an augmentation of comfort is implied in these two announcements emanating from the Cadillac Company, which has never promised what it did not fulfill- First. A surpassingly fe car made infinitely fner; and scond, a hitherto unattainable ideal resolved into a practical realiZl\ This more refined and efficient car, is a product of that process of ceaseless progress toward perfection, which has prevailed in the Cadillac plant for ten years. The simple, centralized, Delco system of starting, igniting and lighting is merely a phase, or an integral part of that process. To combine these elements of efficiency, for the first time, in a unit, exercising the three separate functions, is of itself an interesting achievement; although such a system as an adjunct to an indifferent car, would be of doubtful value. But to combine them in the Cadillac adds lustre to that achievement, because it endows an extraordinary motor car with new and hencirth indispensable functions. Without them, the Cadillac would still be the incarnation of ease, grace, elegance and economy. With them, a new meaning attaches to the word luxury as applied to motoring. The 1912 Cadillac automatically removes itself from the realms of competition. CADILLAC ELECTRICAL SYSTEM Starting Lighting Ignition The electrical plant in the new Cadillac not 'nly accompl. shes what heretofore has been accomplished in a tess efficient manner by separate systems-!grJtion and ligbting-but goes f “rther and mcludes in l; ts fUilctlO!15 a feature to which motorists Imve long looked forward, an automatic starter which obviates the necessity of cranking by hand. The plant consists of a compact and powerful dynamo operated by the engine of the car. The dynamo charges the sLorage battery. For starting the engine. the dynamo is temporarily and automatically transformed into a motor, the current to operate It as a motor being furnished by the storage battery. To start the engine. the operator, after taking his seat in the car. simply retards the spark lever and pushes forward on tile c ' utch pedaL This automatically engages a gear of the eleCtric motor with gear teeth in the fly wheel of the engine, causmg the latter to “turn over,” thereby prodUCing the same 'Jtfect m s by the old method of cranking. As soon as the engine takes in charges of gas from the carburetor and commences to run on its own power, the operator releases the pressure on t)e clutch pedal, the electric motor gear disengages its connectIOn WIth the fly-wheel and the car is ready to be driven. The electric motor then again becomes a dynamo or generator and Us energy is devoted to ignition and to charging the storage battery. The storage battery has a capacity of 80 ampere hours and as soon as that capacity is reached, the charging autolllatICally ceases. rractical tests have shown that the storage battery is of suffCIent capacity to operate the starting device and “turn over” the engine about twenty minutes, although it seldom requ: res more than a second or two, In fact, the Cadillac engme so frequently starts on the spark that the use of the dectrical starter is not always required. The storage battery also supplies the current for lighting. The car is equipped with two especially designed Gray&Davis elcctric head-lights with adjustable focus, two front side lights, taIl light and speedometer light, The dynamo also supplies cnrrent for ignition, Up to 280 to 300 R P. M. the ignition current comes from the storage battery; above that speed the current is direct from the dynamo through the high tension distributor to the spark plugs. For ignition purposes the dynamo performs not only all the functions of the most highly developed magneto, but possesses even greater efficiency, having more flexibility and a greater range of action, When compelled to drive slowly in crowded thoroughfares, over very bad roads or on hills, with the usual ma ° neto, th! driver may stall his motor because the magneto is not bcing drIven fast enough to generate current, and it becomes necessary to switch to the battery-if he has one. 'ith the Cadillac system, if it becomes necessary to drive so slowly that sufficient current IS not generated the battery automatically cuts in. vhen the speed is increased the dynamo again automatically takes hold, It wholly obviates the necessity of the driver's keepmg constantly on the alert to prevent stalling the motor. In addition to the ignition before described, the Cadillac is provided with the auxiliary Delco system with dry cell current which has proven so satisfactory in the past. The extra syst m l< separate and distinct, with its own set of spark plugs and in IS self I.S thoroughly effCIent for running the car ' entirely independent of the main system. The entire electrical plant has been designed with a view to compactness and efficiency, It is designed with the idea of simplicity and positiveness. It is designed to obviate to the greatest possible degree the necessity of attention. Above all , it does what it is designed to do. A few of the improveIents in the 1912 Cadillac Antomatic electric starting device, electric lights, (See detailed description in another column.) Increased power resnlting from motor refinements and our own new carburetor, This new carburetor has not only simpl .ied the matter o,djustments, but possesses maximum flexibility and maximum efficiency from low to high speeds without change of adjustment, excepting air adjustment controlled by small lever at the steering wheeL Wheels and Tires. Increased from 34 in, x 4 in. to 36 in, x 4 in. Brake drums. Increased from 14 in. to 17 in. diameter. Bodies. Steel, of latest accepted designs; all fore doors, constructed upon new improved methods. Gasoline eapacity increased to 21 gallons on all models excepting Phaeton and Roadster, in which the increase is to 18 gallons. Gasoline gauge on dash. MOTOR-Four-cylinder, four-cycle; cylinders east singly, 4 Y-inch bore by 4 Y2-inch piston stroke. Five-bearing crankshaft. Five-bearing cam shaft. HORSE-PO,ER, Nominal, A. L. A. M. rating, 32,4, Actual horse-power greatly in excess of that rating, due to Cadillac design. Cadillac principles and Cadillac construction. COOLING-Water, copper jacketed cylinders. Gear driven centrifugal pump; radiator tubular and plate type. IGNITION-See description under Electrical System, LUBRICA'JION-Automatic splash system, oil nni-formly distributed. CARBURE'OB-Special Cadillac design of maximum efficiency, water jacketed. Air adjustable from driver's seat. CLUTCH-Cone type, large, leather faced with special spring ring in fly wheel. 'JRANSIISSION-Sliding gear, selective type, three speeds forward and reverse. Chrome nickel steel gears, rnnning on five annular ball bearings; bearings oil tight. CONTROL-Hand gear-change lever at driver's right, inside the car” Service brake, foot lever. Emergency brake, hand lever at driver's right. outside. Clntch, foot lever. Throttle accelerator, foot lever. Spark and throttle levers at steering wheel. Carbureter air adjustment, hand lever under steering wheel. DRIVE - Direct shaft to bevel gears of special cut teeth to afford maximum strength. Drive shaft runs on Timken bearing, AXLES-Rear, Timiken fnll foating type; special alloy steel live axle shaft; Timken roller bearing. Front axle, drop forged I beam section with drop forged yokes, spring perches, tie rod ends and steering spindles. Front wheels fitted with Timken bearings. BRAKES-One internal and one external brake direct on wheels, 17-inch by 2+2-inch drums, Exceptionally easy in operation. Both equipped with equalilers. STEERING GEcR-CadiUac patented worm and worm gear, sector type, adjnstable, with ball thrust, 1 %·inch steering post. IS-inch steering wheel with walnut rim; aluminum s pider. WHEE L R,\SE- 116 inches. 'IR ES- 36-inch by 4-inch Hartford or Morgan&Wright, SPRINGS-Front. semi-elliptical. Rear, three-quarter platform, FINISH-CadillaC, blue throughout, including wheels; light striping, nickel trimmings. S'ANDARD IlUIPlEN'J- Dynamo with 80 A. H. battery for automatic starter, electric lights, and ignit.on, Also Delco distributor system. Lamps especially designed for Cadillac cars, black enamel with nickel trimmings; two headlights; two side lights, tail light. Hans gasoline gauge on dash; horn; full foot rail in tonneau; half foot rail in front; robe rail; tire Irons; set of tools, inc\ uding pnmp and tire repair k it; cocoa mat in all t nneau x ex cept closed cars, Speedomet er, St andard, improv ed with 4-inch face and electric light. S'YLES AND PRICES: - Touring car ......................................$1800.00 Phaeton......................................... 18 00.0000 Roadster. , , .... ,.. ..... , ..... , . . , , , ,.. . . . . . . . . . . 11880 ,00 Torpedo......................................... 1900 00 Coupe, Sedan type, aluminum body . ...,..., .., . . .. 2250.00 Limousine, Berline type, aluminum body............ 3250.00 Prices F, O. B. Detroit, including standard equipment.
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